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Abstract
The study of polygonal billiards, particularly those in the

regular pentagon, has been the subject of two recent papers.
One of these papers approaches the problem of discovering
the periodic trajectories on the pentagon by identifying slopes
of periodic directions with points in the Poincaré disk gen-
erated by hyperbolic isometric transformations. The other
approach, coming from the other paper, transforms the dou-
ble pentagon into a rectilinear translation surface called the
‘golden L’, where periodic directions are generated by a set of
matrices associated to this surface in a special way. We con-
nect and unify these two approaches, and use our unification
of these results to generalize them to arbitrary 2n + 1-sided
regular polygons.

Periodic Trajectories

Consider a regular polygon and start a ball of infinitesi-
mal size rolling in arbitrary direction from an arbitrary spot.
When it hits an edge, it bounces, with the angle of incidence
equal to the angle of reflection. The path it takes, which
can be extended infinitely far in both directions, is a trajec-
tory, which is periodic if it returns to its starting point
and direction.

Translation Surfaces

To study trajectories on polygons, we can “unfold” the poly-
gons at the edges, giving rise to translation surfaces,
polygons with opposite sides identified. The double pen-
tagon, shown here, is a translation surface which arises from
unfolding the pentagon. Straight-line trajectories on the dou-
ble pentagon (without any bouncing) map onto billiard ball
trajectories on the single pentagon (with bouncing).

Periodic Directions

A billiard trajectory can be fully specified (and thus peri-
odicity determined) by two pieces of information: the ball’s
starting point and the direction. For the double pentagon
(and other Veech surfaces), the direction alone suffices
to determine periodicity of a trajectory, independent of the
starting point. Directions that yield periodic trajectories are
called periodic directions.

Directions in Hyperbolic
Space

In [1], the space of directions is identified with the projective
real line, which is in turn identified with the boundary of
the Poincaré disk. Five fundamental periodic directions form
the vertices of an ideal regular pentagon. Reflections and
rotations generate a tiling from the initial pentagon, in which
the vertices correspond exactly to periodic directions on the
double pentagon.

The Golden L

In [2], a new translation surface called ‘the golden L’ is de-
scribed. This translation surface, made of two overlapping
golden rectangles, makes it easier to identify cylinders of pe-
riodic directions. It is constructed by skewing the double
pentagon, and then gluing up the missing parts while re-
specting edge identifications. (The figure above appears in
[2])

Directions on the Golden L

In [2], periodic directions are identified with combinations of
the directions on this shape, known as the “Golden L.” Each
of the vectors identifies a linear transformation which maps
Quadrant I into the respective region. Periodic directions can
be found by combining these linear transformations.

Arranging Periodic
Directions into a Tree

In the hyperbolic model, we can choose an edge of the pentagon to
reflect across. Depending on which we pick, we get a different direction,
as can be seen when we rotate the entire plane by multiples of π/5 to
bring our new points back to the first sector.

We can then apply the same transformations to our new
points, and so on, forming a 4-ary tree. In fact, we have the
following

Theorem 1 ([1]).Every periodic trajectory on the regular
pentagon has a unique position in this tree.

We also have four linear transformations arising from the
geometry of the Golden L, which make up their own 4-ary
tree.

Theorem 2 ([2]).Every periodic trajectory on the regular
pentagon has a unique position in this tree.

Combining Hyperbolic and
Golden L Space

We have two ways of forming periodic trajectories on the
double pentagon: combining four different reflections over
the edges of the hyperbolic pentagon, and combining four
different skews from the directions on the Golden L.

Theorem 3 (Connor, Kielstra, Steinberg, Sun).There
exists a bijection between points on the boundary of
the hyperbolic space and direction vectors on the golden
L which sends the four reflections over the hyperbolic
pentagon edges to the four skews from the Golden L
and vice versa.

We can explicitly construct this bijection. First, to avoid
choosing an arbitrary coordinate system for hyperbolic
space, we embed it in the complex disc with radius given
by
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(In this case, n = 5; we can generalize this later.)
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Generalizng the Golden L
We can generate “Golden-L-like” figures for arbitrary

regular 2n + 1-gons.

The slopes of the resulting internal 2n + 1-gon are easy
to calculate in hyperbolic space, but harder to calculate in
rectilinear space. Through our correspondence, it is possi-
ble to calculate them in hyperbolic space and immediately
translate to rectilinear.
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